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Introducing
Paris
No one can deny the beauty and appeal of
Paris, France. There’s a magical, romantic
quality about the city that is evident
wherever you go. It’s the perfect city to
explore on foot, simply going for a stroll
seeing one stunning vista after another or
relaxing with a latté at a petit café.
The art, the history, the fashion, the
architecture, the food – there are so
many reasons to love Paris. Whatever your
passion, you’re likely find what you’re
looking for in the City of Light!
In 2024, Paris will host the Summer Games
for the third time. There’s little doubt Paris’
Games will be remembered for years to
come. Whenever a major sporting event
is hosted by one of the most popular
destinations in the world, the result is an
incredibility attractive vacation for a wide
range of travelers. We’re already excited to
host our guests as they experience Paris
during this once-in-a-lifetime event.
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We’ll be making regular visits to Paris in the lead-up
to the 2024 Summer Games. Keep checking back for
updates to this guide as we discover more exciting
things about the city.
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Meet our
Paris Expert
Duane
Penner
A lifelong traveler, Duane
Penner lived in a number of
different countries before
returning to his native
Canada. We were fortunate
to have him join the Roadtrips team in 2000, where
his passion for travel and sport along with his
international and entrepreneurial backgrounds
make him a perfect fit as Roadtrips’ VP of Sales.
He lists France as one of his favorite destinations
and like so many, has a special love for Paris, “It is
almost cliche to say you love Paris, but it is so true.
And it is a family favorite as well. Whether picking
up some great bread and cheese before doing
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a bike tour of Versailles with an animated young
guide or finding a small bistro to enjoy another
spectacular meal, Paris is familiar and always

anticipated, even as a short trip before jumping off
to a chateau in the countryside.”
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Travel Tips
Paris is a beautiful city, full of spectacular
places to explore and is sure to be at its
best for the 2024 Summer Games. As is
usual when traveling outside of our home
country, there are always challenges
present, extending from differing customs
and common practices, but with some
preparation and a willingness to be
flexible, travelers are easily won over by
Paris’s charm. It doesn’t hurt to brush up
on the local language; even a little French
can make navigating your way through
Paris easier.
We at Roadtrips want to help set your
expectations and do whatever we can to
ensure we create the best experience for
our Summer Games guests.
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Getting to Paris
There are many flight route options from major North American cities into Paris.
The majority of these international flights arrive into Charles de Gaulle International
Airport (CDG), located 16 miles northeast of the city. Secondarily, Orly International
Airport (ORY), located 10 miles south of the city, receives international flights as
well. For major events such as the Summer Games, flights fill up quickly and we
recommend booking early to secure your preferred routing and schedule. As always
before travelling internationally, ensure you don’t forget to pack your valid passport.
There are a number of ways to access the city from both international airports. To
ease your arrival worries, our pre-travel concierges can assist with recommending and
reserving a suitable transportation option.

Travel Times & Transportation
The lovely city of Paris is relatively compact for a city of its population. The physical
size of the city means visitors don’t have to travel far to see the best of Paris, be it
charming sidewalk cafés, designer shops or impressive attractions. Fortunately for
guests, there are plenty of ways to get around Paris, including walking, which is a
great way to make sure you don’t miss any of the city’s magic. The city is divided
into 20 arrondissements (administrative districts), with the 1st arrondissement in the
center of the city and the rest spiraling out from there in numerical order.
Traffic is a significant issue in most major cities, and Paris is no exception. As
well, traffic patterns during major events are, by nature, always somewhat
dynamic. Roadtrips accesses official information from local authorities and from
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our destination partners to provide the best information possible about traffic,
estimated travel times, and permitted drop off points at venues.
Roadtrips’ Summer Games guests will benefit hugely from our experience working
at multiple major sporting events. Our staff has experience and knowledge that
you’ll find invaluable and they will assist you with all of it. It’s the goal of our team
of hosts, drivers, and destination specialists to provide as seamless an experience as
possible for you.

Weather
The climate in France is generally quite mild. Winter can be chilly and early spring
can be damp, but the summer is a gorgeous time to visit.
Average temperatures from May to October range between 68°F – 78°F (20°C –
26°C), making it ideal for taking in an event. Summer’s long, warm days are also
perfect for extended lingering at your favorite Parisian café.
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Our Top 5
Things to do
in Paris
1. The Eiffel Tower
It’s one of the most recognizable landmarks
in the world. Built in 1887 for the 1889 World
Fair, this 325-meter tower was the tallest
manmade structure in the world until 1930.
With about 7 million visitors annually, it is
the most visited monument in the world.
What’s a trip to Paris without a touristy
picture in front of the famous tower?

2. Musee du Louvre
The Mona Lisa is one of many treasures
that resides inside the Musee du Louvre,
one of the most famous art museums in
the world. The museum is packed with
masterpieces at every turn. You can spend
hours exploring the museum and still not
have enough time to see every beautiful
work of art on display here.
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3. The Palace of Versailles

Also worthy of a visit are:

One of the most beautiful and opulent palaces in the world, the Versailles is a
symbol of the ostentatious and decadent lifestyle of the French monarchy. Its
garden is so beautiful that it is like a piece of paradise on earth.

The Paris Pantheon
The Paris Pantheon is a strikingly beautiful building in the Latin quarter of Paris.
Originally a church dedicated to St. Genevieve, it is now a secular mausoleum and
the final resting place of distinguished French citizens. This magnificent building is
one of the best in Paris.

4. The Catacombs of Paris
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This is a medieval underground burial complex where six million human skeletons
are stacked neatly along endless corridors. If you are not one to be frightened by
the dark and haunting sight, then the Catacombs of Paris is one place that you
must not miss.

Crypte Archelologique Paris
Lying directly below the Notre Dame Cathedral, the Crypte Archeologique is a relic
from France’s Roman past. If you like to see Roman ruins, then you will find it a very
interesting and educational place to visit.

5. Notre Dame Cathedral

Pere Lachaise Cemetery
If you think a cemetery is not the best of places to visit when in Paris, then the Pere
Lachaise Cemetery will help you see things from a new perspective. The cemetery is
the final resting place of many famous French and foreign figures, including Oscar
Wilde and Jim Morrison.

Situated in the heart of Paris, the Notre Dame Cathedral is one of the most
iconic landmarks of the city. With its looming ceilings and beautiful stained-glass
windows, it is also one of the most beautiful and impressive places to visit.
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Our Favorite
Hotels &
Accommodations
As one would expect, Paris has a wide
range of accommodation choices
including some of the finest hotels
anywhere. Whether you gravitate toward
charming boutique hotels or full-service
luxury properties, it’s easy to find a
perfect fit for your home in Paris.
All of our Paris hotels are centrally
located to give you an ideal base for
exploring the city. Our accommodations
have been carefully selected not only for
the location, but also for their service,
amenities, and comfort. Roadtrips guests
will have their choice of luxury Parisian
accommodations that are convenient to
Summer Games venues.
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Paris
Restaurant
Guide
Few cities in the world offer the range of
wonderful dining options available in this
gastronomic destination. From the local
corner bistro to Michelin-starred celebrity
chefs, your options for great food are many.
Restaurants are generally open for lunch
around noon until 2:30 p.m. and dinner
from 7 or 8 p.m. until 10 p.m. Cafés are
often open all day, for breakfast pastries
and coffees in the morning through
to late evening snacks. For top end
restaurants it’s wise to reserve a table
in advance, our Roadtrips personal
concierges can assist with restaurant
recommendations and reservations.
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Holybelly

La Buvette

 holybellycafe.com

 www.labuvette.paris/en

This one of the most popular breakfast places in all of Paris. With a no reservations
policy, you may need to plan carefully but it’s worth it! Their coffee is excellent and their
food is hearty and satisfying. Holybelly promises “Good food, good coffee, and good
service in consistent fashion.” They have two locations that are both recommended.

At this intimate wine bar in the 11th Arrondissement, you can choose to sip at the classy
1930’s bar or cozy up at a corner table. Camille Fourmont has changed a tiny cheese
shop into a hip wine bar that serves up some simple but flavorful tapas and has a
fantastic selection on artisan wines. Note that it closes early, a good choice for a predinner drink.

Frenchie Rue du Nil
 www.frenchie-ruedunil.com/en/home

Le Jules Verne

It was Jamie Oliver who first nicknamed Gregory Marchand “the Frenchie” when he
was a young chef working in London. Gregory has since opened a few eateries in Paris
that are worth a visit, including Rue du Nil. This intimate, Michelin-starred restaurant
works hard at making guests feel like part of the family while maintaining its reputation
for excellent cuisine. Dishes on the seasonal menu are carefully and skillfully prepared
using the freshest ingredients.

 www.lejulesverne-paris.com/en
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Awarded a Michelin star, Le Jules Verne offers up incredible cuisine complemented by
some of the best views in the city. Located 400 feet up the Eiffel Tower, you’d be hardpressed to find a more magical place to dine. Enjoy an impressive five- or six-course
meal paired with wine by the resident sommelier. Be sure to book your table well in
advance, our personal concierge team can assist with reservations.
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Le Grand Vefour

Le Meurice

 www.grand-vefour.com/en/

 www.dorchestercollection.com/en/paris/le-meurice/restaurants-bars

Le Grand Vefour has been a gourmet meeting place for the Parisian elite for over 200
years. The Michelin-starred chef Guy Martin currently maintains the historic aura while
adding his sophisticated, modern take on the classic French cuisine that’s always been
offered at one of most beautiful restaurants in all of Paris.

Located in the beautiful Hotel Le Meurice, overlooking the Tuileries Garden, your
dining experience at this two-starred Michelin restaurant will be unforgettable!
World-renowned chef Alain Ducasse and his talented team work with the best local
French products, transforming what could be rustic into something refined, delicate
and inventive.

L’Atelier Etoile de Joel Robuchon
 www.joel-robuchon.com/en/restaurants-paris-atelier-etoile.php

Taillevent

On top of the Champs Elysees, Joel Robuchon’s second Atelier offers a unique
gastronomy experience that allows diners to observe their dishes being prepared. The
devoted staff creates small plates or full portions of the world-famous chef’s signature
dishes, depending on your appetite!

 www.taillevent.com/le-restaurant/
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From their legendary wine cave to their French haute cuisine there are no
disappointments at this two Michelin star restaurant. The service is as smooth as only a
top French restaurant can deliver, the beautiful dining rooms are classic and luxurious,
and their tasting menu is unmatched.
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Guy Savoy

Benoit

 www.guysavoy.com

 www.benoit-paris.com/en

At the entrance of the restaurant, in bright red neon letters you can read chef Guy
Savoy’s quote (in French of course) “Cooking is the art of instantly transforming
historical products into pleasure”. This is exactly what you’ll experience at this
exceptional restaurant, holder of three Michelin stars. It’s one of the most elegant,
aesthetic atmospheres in all of Paris and was recently named “Best Restaurant in
the World” by La Liste.

In the heart of Paris, the Benoit has been providing a traditional, Parisian dining
experience for over 100 years. Under the current direction of chef Alain Ducasse, the
warm, comfortable atmosphere of this traditional Bistro will charm you and your
taste buds. You’re sure to enjoy their classic snails with garlic butter and herbs and
their generously portioned desserts.
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